
Preferred Client Benefits
Register to become an Arbonne Preferred Client for $20, and enjoy 
the benefits of shopping with a 20% discount for a year. Renew 
annually for only $15.

Fall in love with the business and become an Arbonne Independent 
Consultant for only $59.

Complimentary Products
Receive a free product of your choice from a selected list of Arbonne 
products with a minimum of $150 SRP or more order in your Start 
Month. Sets are not included. 

Ultimate Value Pack | UVP
With an Ultimate Value Pack, Preferred Clients can select Arbonne 
products (excluding Business Aids available only to Arbonne 
Independent Consultants) that together amount up to $325 SRP for 
only $200 in their Start Month.  

UVPs are also available to Preferred Clients annually in their  
renewal month.    

$125 for $25 
For every $250 order increment, you are eligible to receive $125 worth 
of Arbonne products, for only $25. (Volume orders are cumulative: For 
example, order $500 in retail products and receive $250 worth of 
Arbonne products for only $50). Certain exclusions apply.  

Purchase with Purchase | PwP
Throughout the year, Arbonne offers special savings on the purchase 
of certain Arbonne products when you place a qualifying order. PwP 
specials can change, so be sure to go online and see what specials 
are running each month.

Arbonne Special DeliveryTM

Arbonne Special Delivery is the convenient way to receive your 
favorite products and sets at the same time each month (ideal for 
30-, 60- and 90-day supply products). No need to worry about ever 
running out.

This is a summary, and not a complete description of the benefits available to Arbonne Preferred 
Clients. Contact your Arbonne Independent Consultant or Arbonne Customer Service to learn 
more about the details of these benefits.

Preferred Client Benefits
Your entry into a world of exclusive products!
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